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 Characteristics 

 
 

Butoni Limited (Hong Kong) 
Booth no: 1E-C08 

  

 Butoni was founded in 1983 by Indonesian born 
Hong Kong designer, Ika.  

 
 With accessories as the final touches to each 

finished garment, the intricate patterns with lots 
of handwork and embroideries are distinctive 
with a mixture of tradition and modernity. 

 
 Butoni produces high-fashion garments for 

export to different overseas market, including 
Australia, Denmark, France, Germany,
Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Middle 
East,  New Zealand, South Africa, South 
America, Spain, Turkey, UK and the United 
States. 

 

 
 

Don Cheng (Hong Kong) 
Booth no: 1C-DS22 

  

 Don Cheng has over 10 years experience in 
managing accessories production. 

 
 His products blend traditional Hong Kong 

craftsmanship and modern elements to create 
unique masterpieces of necklaces, bracelets, 
and evening clutches. 

 
 His collections of handmade pieces are 

meticulously crafted for excellencies and 
collectability. 

 
 

DJNR CHANNEL SDN BHD (Malaysia) 
Booth no: 1C-A29 

 

 Pocoyo is a Spanish pre-school animated 
television series, targeting toddlers 18 months 
to 4 years old, featuring the world of Pocoyo, an 
inquisitive young boy and his animal friends, 
who encourage children to learn through music, 
dance and humor.  

 
 The show is popular and is aired in over 90 

territories worldwide. 
 
 The brand “Pocoyo” carries 4 lines of infant and 

children’s wear, including Newborn Essential, 
Basic Wear, Fashion Collections and All Time / 
Favoriates. 



  
 

 
 

Futawatari Lace Co., Ltd (Japan) 
Booth no: 1B-A06 

  

 Futawatari Lace Co., Ltd produces many kind of 
laces which are widely used in clothing, 
bedding and interior decoration.  

 
 One of the killer products, twin lace, is formed 

with double scalloped hem by a single seam. It 
saves the trouble of sewing twice and ample 
three-dimensional decoration can be achieved 
easily. 

 
 3D Frill lace, another featured product, is a soft 

and stretchable lace with three-dimentional 
appearance which will enrich the value of 
clothes, when used as a garment lace. 

  
 

 
 

Hongzhu Environs (HK) Co. Limited (HK) 
Booth no: 1C-B17 

  

 The new solvent regenerated bamboo fiber 
textile technology uses bamboo pulp as raw 
material for yarn production. 

 
 The process of dissolving, defoaming and 

filtering is innovative, and jointly developed by 
FUJIAN Hongyuan Group of the same group 
and the Institute of Chemistry, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences. 

 
 The technology is eco-friendly and pollution 

free, and solved key issues of spinning 
technology, including removing fibrillation from 
high-grade fabric, keeping colour fastness and 
reducing shrinkage. 

 
 

 K & K Clothing (United Kingdom) 
Booth no: 1C-D13 

  

 The fabric of this high-tech durable waxed 
cotton jacket is made in UK.  

 
 It is made with high quality cotton which is 

comfortable and also highly water repellent, 
making it ideal for outdoor rural pursuits. 



  
 

 
 

 Mantura Limited (Hong Kong) 
Booth no: 1E-D25, 1A-A02 

  

 Mantura Limited is active at fast fashion. They 
provide design, development and distribution of 
ladies fashion high heel shoes and stylish party 
dresses in a cost efficient way. 

 
 Recently the company launched 2 new brands, 

“Sugarfree Shoes” for fashion high heel shoes, 
wedges, and pumps. 

 
 Another brand, “Carbonii” is sexy feminine yet 

stylish day and party dresses.  This stylish 
ballet dress with a comfort fitting on upper body 
can support the body in a good shape, the tulle 
layers skirt make this dress extra feminine, 
giving one confidence on the dance floor. 

 
 Both brands aim to provide high fashion at 

affordable price. 

 
 

PT Crea-Con (Indonesia) 
Booth no: 1E-B03 

   

 “ACCANTO by Espen Salberg” is ladies day, 
cocktail, and evening wear made out of stretch 
jersey, stretch net, and satin fabrics was still be 
inspired by the image of a sophisticated 
woman, elegant, poised and beautiful.  

 
 With a carefully chosen fabric, the designer was 

able to create both tightly fitted as well as loose 
and draped styles with a silky hand-feel and a 
flowing image, contouring the body silhouettes 
making it elegantly sexy. 

 
 Being a private label collection, “ACCANTO by 

Espen Salberg” offers a new possibilities for 
new and frequent clients alike of being able to 
have our designs under their label. 

 
 

Vogue Import and Export Co., Ltd.  
(Chinese mainland) 
Booth no: 3C-C11 

 

 This uniquely designed owl graffitti tee and its 
elegant color, gives a casual feeling. Bat sleeve 
cutting, with owl printing, coupled with the large 
rounded neck design, brings out its 
three-dimensional design, creates a sense of 
street fashion.  

 
 The tee is a good match with slim-cut jeans, 

and it’s a product that must not be missed in the 
spring.  

 



  
 

 
 

Shantou Kawah Fashion Co., Ltd 
(Chinese mainland) 
Booth no: 1C-A18 

  

 Professional to manufacture woven summer 
and winter children garment. 

 
 Products including party dress, causal dress 

good for festival and Christmas holiday 
ceremony.  

 
 Our classic coat is elegant and popular 

Europen market, size range from 0 months -24 
months and size 2-10 years old. 

 


